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Abstract. Ps 6 magnetic disturbances and associated op-
tical forms known as omega bands are usually associated
with the morning sector. Some evidence for similar phe-
nomenology in the evening sector has been presented by
Solovyev et al. (1999). We confirm and extend those re-
sults with high time resolution magnetic and imaging obser-
vations from Athabasca University Geophysical Observatory
for an event that took place on July 27, 2003, along with con-
jugate hemisphere imaging from the Polar spacecraft. The
observed signatures indicate sunward drift (westward in the
evening sector). Magnetic perturbations feature negative Y
and transitional Z indicating westward passage of poleward
equivalent currents overhead. As has been suggested by Con-
nors et al. (2003) to be often the case for morning sector Ps
6/omega bands, initiation of the evening sector event coin-
cided with substorm onset. From optical and magnetic data
we obtain consistent results for the drift rate of the forms,
which changed during the event. An inner magnetospheric
source is suggested, with triggering of the onset by an in-
crease in solar wind speed.

1 Introduction

Ps 6 magnetic pulsations or disturbances are usually associ-
ated with the morning sector and are frequently accompanied
by optical forms known as omega bands. The positive Y and
transitional Z perturbations of the Ps 6 signal indicate local-
ized regions of equatorward equivalent current in the auroral
ionosphere, associated with the bright vortex–like forms of
the omega bands. The currents (as inferred from magnetic
perturbations) and the optical forms drift sunward (eastward
in the morning sector) at speeds typical of bulk convection.
In initial work by Saito (1974), their relation to substorms
and to onset (Pi2) was realized. More recently they have usu-
ally been regarded as being associated with recovery phase
(Amm et al, 2005). However, Connors et al. (2003) again
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stressed the association of morning sector Ps 6 signatures
with substorm onset. (Solovyev et al., 1999) indicated that
under certain conditions signatures similar to those of Ps 6,
associated with optical forms similar to omega bands, could
be found in the evening sector as well as the morning sector.
Here we are able to confirm that result, and we further exam-
ine the relation to onset. In addition, we contrast satellite and
ground imaging and use the latter in conjunction with mag-
netic inversion to obtain a drift rate of about 1 km/s for the
evening forms.

We use magnetic data from numerous ground locations,
ground imaging from Athabasca, space-based imaging by
Polar in the conjugate hemisphere, and space plasma data
from Cluster, Geotail and the geostationary GOES satellites.
Cluster was situated in the morning sector near the plasma
sheet, while Geotail was in the magnetosheath and is mainly
of use in determining onset timing. The GOES 10 and 12
satellites were well placed bracketing the midnight sector.
These positions are shown in Fig. 2. The Polar imaging se-
quence began very near the time of onset and Fig. 1 shows
the aurora at the time of onset along with ground stations
used and satellite footpoints. The auroral images from Po-
lar were rectified from the southern hemisphere. Several
points distibuted in the image field of view had their field
lines traced to the northern hemisphere using the Tsyganenko
model online at the Goddard Space Flight Center. Nonlin-
ear optimization based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method
(Press et al., 2002) was used to determine an optimal bi-
quadratic transformation along field lines from geodetic po-
sitions in the southern hemisphere to the northern. A com-
pletely different approach to transformation based on PACE
coordinates was also used (see below). The results were very
similar between the two methods. The transformation was
applied to all points in the image and the result gridded and
plotted using the routines of Smith and Wessel (1990). Satel-
lite footpoints were traced in a similar way and plotted as
points, and geodetic positions of ground stations plotted di-
rectly.
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Fig. 1. Northern North America and Greenland showing auroral
activity at the time on substorm onset 05:51UT on July 27, 2003,
along with auroral observatories used in this study. The position of
the Cluster footpoint is shown by four small yellow circles at hourly
intervals starting in the NE (Greenland) at 5 UT and ending north
of station PBQ at 8 UT. These circles grow with time. Similarly
the GOES 10 (West) and GOES 12 (East) footpoints are shown as
small clusters of growing yellow circles (for 0 to 8 UT). The GOES
12 footpoint is very near station PBQ. Auroral features are shown
as projected from the southern hemisphere where they were imaged
by the Polar spacecraft.

2 Instrumentation and procedure

The Athabasca University Geophysical Observatory
(AUGO) is a comprehensive facility for auroral studies
located in the southern part of the western Canadian auroral
zone. It provides a low noise and low light environment for
geophysical measurements and has a high speed Ethernet
fiber connection. AUGO has proved suitable for prototyping
or testing equipment to be used during the THEMIS multi–
spacecraft auroral mission. A UCLA ”small” magnetometer
and high time resolution monochrome all sky imager form
a prototype ground based networked observatory similar to
those now being installed to support the THEMIS mission
(Donovan et al., 2006).

AUGO is located in central Alberta at geodetic coordinates
54.71835◦ N, 246.6871◦ E, corrected geomagnetic (2005)
coordinates 62.04◦, 306.46◦, L–value 4.55, and with local
magnetic midnight at 8:08 UT. It has operated a GPS–timed
UCLA small magnetometer, taking 1 Hz local magnetic read-
ings, since November 1998. One or more THEMIS white–
light monochrome imagers have been in operation nearly
continuously since May 2003. These consist of front optics
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Fig. 2. Positions of the Cluster constellation, Geotail, GOES 10
and GOES 12 in GSE coordinates on July 27, 2000, with Earth at
the origin. The position near 5:50 is indicated by a dot and motion
throughout the day shown for Cluster and Geotail as a line. Nominal
positions of the bow shock and magnetopause are shown as heavy
lines.

designed and manufactured by Keo Consultants (R. Eather),
with a commercial Starlight Xpress MX716 CCD camera as
the detector for wideband (white light) imaging. The final
image is 290×290 pixels with 16 bit digitization. They im-
age the whole sky through a transparent dome at rates we
have varied from one image per 5 seconds to one per 20 sec-
onds, when the Sun is more than 10 below the horizon Con-
nors et al. (2005). A station computer running Linux oper-
ates the imager autonomously using control software written
by the University of Calgary. AUGO thus serves as an on-
line prototype THEMIS ground station (although THEMIS
magnetometers are an improved version and sample at 2 Hz).
The current images were one second exposures taken every
20 seconds.

During 2003, the Polar spacecraft had perigee passes over
the southern hemisphere, and thus good resolution imaging.
For this particular event, good images from the Polar VIS
camera Brittnacher et al. (1997) exist from the conjugate
area. These are at a considerably lower cadence and resolu-
tion than it is possible to obtain from the ground. It is uncer-
tain to what extent global space–based imaging will be avail-
able during the THEMIS mission. Due to the good spatial
and temporal resolution possible from the ground, THEMIS
has an extensive ground–based component Donovan et al.
(2006). This event allows us to anticipate what one imag-
ing spacecraft, in conjunction with THEMIS ground equip-
ment, would be able to show about an auroral event. The
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Fig. 3. Solar wind magnetic field propagated to the nose of the
magnetosphere (heavy lines) and Geotail values (thin lines).

images from space are primarily useful to provide a global
context, although they can also provide spectral information
at wavelengths not able to be detected from the ground. If in
fact no imaging spacecraft are operating during the THEMIS
mission, global imaging context will be provided by a con-
tinental scale North American network of cameras similar to
that described above. As we will show below, the high imag-
ing cadence and level of detail seen in ground images also
can be useful in determining detailed information about au-
roral morphology and motion. Early in the Polar mission,
ground–Polar conjugate studies were done when the sunlit
northern hemisphere was observed in the UV, while ground
imaging was done from Antarctica in darkness (Frey et al.,
1999). Mapping at those high latitudes required a magneto-
spheric model and deviations from conjugacy were noted. In
our case the low L value allowed a simple procedure of con-
verting image pixel locations into PACE coordinates (Baker
and Wing, 1989), inverting the latitude, then reconverting
to geodetic coordinates in the northern hemisphere. Images
from the THEMIS ground camera were projected onto the
sky and geometrically realigned for best comparison with the
conjugated satellite images.

3 Event overview

The Wind spacecraft was well situated to provide solar wind
data for this event since it was near the Earth–Sun line and
140 RE in front of the Earth. Activity on July 26 was re-
lated to a sector boundary. It was an active day with dense
although slow solar wind. Subsequently, fast–slow stream in-
teraction dominated July 27, with major changes in all solar
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Fig. 4. Solar wind plasma properties propagated to the nose of the
magnetosphere.
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Fig. 5. (a) IMF BZ , (b) GOES 10 (thin line) and 12 (thick line)
poleward components, and (c) ground magnetic signatures.

wind parameters in the period 05–06 UT as convected to the
nose of the magnetosphere. The solar wind magnetic field,
propagated (Weimer et al., 2003) for early parts of this day
is shown in Fig. 3, along with values from Geotail, which
was in the evening sector magnetosheath. The Geotail values
are those of compressed solar wind and apart from absolute
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value increases due to this compression, follow the propa-
gated Wind values well. This indicates that the propagation
was correct in its timing, but other than this the Geotail values
are of little relevance to this study. Corresponding solar wind
propagated plasma values are shown in Fig. 4. The discon-
tinuity in these values at 05:33 UT is indicated by a red line.
For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the IMF Z component as con-
vected by simply applying a delay, based on the distance and
the flow speed, to the nose of the Earth. The timing remains
close to that from the propagation algorithm. The GOES 10
and 12 northward (P) component and selected ground mag-
netic field measurements are also shown. Up to 05:00 UT
on July 27, the magnetic field was notable for its total field
averaging over 20 nT. This declined to a very steady value
near 5 nT, maintained after 05:30 UT. During the period of
strong field, the Z component was mainly northward at about
10 nT. An isolated onset took place over North America at
about 04:30 UT but is of no further interest here. At 05:49
UT on July 27, an onset took place over Canada and was well
observed by our THEMIS camera and by the POLAR VIS
imager in the conjugate region. This onset was not triggered
by the major change in solar wind conditions as it followed
them by at least 15 minutes. The onset timing was also con-
firmed by a clear onset of Pi2 pulsations in the CANOPUS
array (not shown). At the time of and after this onset, evening
sector omega bands were imaged and Ps 6 detected. Other
onsets and poleward border intensifications (PBIs) followed.

The THEMIS camera was operated from 05:12:00 to
10:05:40 UT on July 27, 2003, with aurora visible in almost
every frame. The POLAR VIS sequence began at 05:49:40
and continued to 08:42:19, with changing field of view in
the southern hemisphere, including the conjugate region to
Athabasca. Most exposures were of order 40 s, taken about
every minute, but the imaging sequence included changes of
wavelengths and of pointing direction/field of view. Thus, in
the conjugate region iteself was imaged only about every five
minutes. While this is useful for giving a global context, the
motion of the omega bands is significant on this timescale,
so that aliasing does not allow determination of their motion.
This may be contrasted with the case of the Viking imager
sequences, which did allow accurate tracking of the motion
of individual omega bands Connors and Rostoker (1993). As
will be the case with THEMIS, ground cameras are essential
to determining motion of local auroral features like omega
bands. In the case of THEMIS, the continental–scale imag-
ing context will also be obtained by combining images from
many cameras Donovan et al. (2006).

Fig. 7 detailed caption: (a) 061345 VIS Image Poleward
Expansion. This image clearly shows the enhanced poleward
border. Discrete auroras have moved poleward. The allsky
view shows the diffuse aurora equatorward. Discrete aurora
is to the north. (b) 062422 VIS Image Diffuse and Dis-
crete. This image pair still shows the discrete auroras pole-
ward of Athabasca and diffuse aurora to its south. Orienta-
tion is slightly different, with larger auroral region (top) more
poleward as seen from the ground but in general conjugacy
is excellent. (c) 063456 VIS Image Omega Bands. The ap-

pearance of the auroral oval has changed considerably, with
poleward aligned forms, one of which is over Athabasca. At
this time pulsating patches of aurora were observed from the
ground as is typical on the morning sector when under the
bright part of omega band. (d) 064553 VIS Image Gap
of Omega Band. The omega bands have drifted westward
(down) and Athabasca is now between bright forms. From
the ground the bright forms west (top) and east (bottom) have
different brightness than in the VIS but the geometry is con-
sistent. (e) 065347 VIS Image Next Omega Band. The next
omega band now covers Athabasca. Discrete auroras are lo-
cated poleward. Pulsating aurora is overhead at Athabasca
and the edges (top and bottom) of the torch of the omega
band can be seen. Discrete auroras are to north (right) al-
though there also appears to be cloud in that direction. (f)
070824 VIS Image Approaching Band. The next omega
band is approaching Athabasca and is brightest to the north-
west (above right) of it. Consistent with the satellite image,
the approaching omega band is seen to the northwest while
Athabasca is already under fainter pulsating auroras. Further,
bright discrete auroras to the north have faded.

It is difficult to isolate a single cause of energization of the
magnetosphere prior to this event. The density decreased by
a factor of 3 while the speed increased from 600 to 800 km/s,
resulting in a dynamic pressure drop by about a factor of two.
The IMF was northward for most of the several preceding
hours, with two large and sharp southward excursions and a
gradual southward turning around the event time. However,
higher than average solar wind speed has been inferred to
assist in the development of Ps 6 in the morning sector, and
likely played a role here also in favoring their appearance.

Triggering of the event appears to have been due to an in-
crease in the absolute value of solar wind radial speed. This
was inferred from plasma parameters propagated to the nose
of the magnetosphere using the Weimer et al. (2003) tech-
nique.

4 Evening sector Ps 6

The growth phase appears to have started near the first major
southward turning.

Growth phase appeared to start about 0500. Imaging and
several other indicators show an onset at 05:50, with en-
hanced activity for a few minutes prior.

Other onsets took place at 0620, 0628, 0640, and 0654
UT. A small event at 0710 UT has been considered a pseudo-
breakup, and a high latitude event at 0728 UT a PBI. Subse-
quent Ps 6 pulses do not seem much affected by later onsets,
an aspect noted by Connors and Rostoker (1993).

Fig. 5 shows onsets as blue lines. Growth phase is in-
dicated at GOES10 by a decline in the poleward field start-
ing 04:48 UT, near the first southward turning. The value
at GOES 12 decreased after a clear sudden increase at dipo-
larization at 04:30, and was accompanied by an increase in
the earthward component (not shown). These signatures of
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Fig. 6. Ground magnetic signatures from Athabasca. Vertical lines
are events, short vertical bars are images shown below. Horizontal
line is the period when VIS was taking images.

growth phase at geosynchronous orbit continued until the
05:49 onset.

5 Morning sector activity

The sparsity of ground stations in eastern Canada prevents
a detailed study based on them. However, GOES 8 is nearly
conjugate to the ground station at Poste de la Baleine, and the
four Cluster II spacecraft were in the morning sector with nu-
merous instruments including the magnetic field instrument
Balogh et al. (2001) active. This gives the opportunity to
study several aspects of the tail activity during this event, fa-
voring the morning sector.

Cluster was at about 10 Re downtail and about 5 Re above
the nominal (equatorial plane) position of the neutral sheet,
in the morning sector with Y GSE also about 10 Re.

Precursory activity evident at Cluster included an event at
01:30, the first encounter of the edge of the plasma sheet on
this day. There appears to be a strong field-aligned current in
the boundary causing both By and Bz perturbations. This is
probably the result of a substorm expansion since the edge of
the sheet is nearly 6 Re above the equatorial plane. Since this
is summer solstice, the neutral sheet is significantly above the
equatorial plane. The Cluster spacecraft were just at the edge
of the plasma sheet prior to 03:30. Apparently associated
with the 04:30 onset, the 04:39 neutral sheet encounter has a
bipolar signature in By that may be a flux rope nearly parallel
to the X axis. Bz is monopolar as if a TCR had passed the
spacecraft. Based on the curl approximation possible with

Fig. 7. VIS and corresponding THEMIS images. See text for de-
tailed caption. (a) 061345 VIS Image Poleward Expansion. (b)
062422 VIS Image Diffuse and Discrete. (c) 063456 VIS Image
Omega Bands. (d) 064553 VIS Image Gap of Omega Band. (e)
065347 VIS Image Next Omega Band. (f) 070824 VIS Image Ap-
proaching Band.

the four Cluster spacecraft, a nearly field-aligned current of
over 20 nA/m2 passed over the spacecraft at this time. This
event is clearly a substorm signature as GOES-10 shows a
dipolarization at 04:20 UT. Canopus also shows a weak bay
signature.

The 05:25 neutral sheet encounter also looks like a field-
aligned current effect caused by a substorm activation. How-
ever, the curl technique does not indicate any particularly
strong currents at this time. This is early compared to Cano-
pus data, but Cluster is around 0300 LT so is seeing some-
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thing different than Canopus (a PBI).
Associated with the onset under study, the 05:53 signature

is bipolar (+ then -) in Bz suggesting a TCR going tailward.
This corresponds to the first onset and the GOES-10 dipolar-
ization. However, it happened at 21 LT and Cluster space-
craft are at 03 LT - far away.

At 06:19 the plasma sheet must have thinned or tipped be-
cause Cluster are in the lobe.

6 Quantitative aspects of Ps 6/omega bands

The Ps 6 signal was observed in a limited area near
Athabasca. The initiation of the Ps 6 signal at the 05:50 onset
time is clear in Fig. 6 where the signal is prominent in Ym
(red) and Z (blue). At onset the X component (black) initially
rose, then declined. Four pulses of Ps 6 were seen as negative
Ym: for two of these (0641 and 0720 UT) the transitional Z
component is consistent with passage of a poleward equiv-
alent current. There are also positive Ym excursions possi-
bly indicating equatorward current preceding the passage of
poleward current.

The Polar VIS data does not have a cadence allowing the
drift velocity to be determined. Slow cadence was noted
as a problem for the UVI instrument also by (Frey et al.,
1999). Ground observations, both magnetometers and im-
agers at high cadence, allow this limitation to be overcome.
Fig. 8 shows an ewogram, the analog of a keogram best
suited for studying east–west motions such as are expected
for omega bands Donovan et al. (2006). The ewogram was
made by taking image slices across each of a sequence of im-
ages, perpendicular to the meridian and passing through the
zenith, rotating these slim slices to the vertical, and stacking
them side by side. As such, the ewogram shows east–west
motions of intensity gradients in the auroral luminosity. This
may be compared to a keogram, a standard method of show-
ing intensity gradients in the north–south direction (usually
in the meridian). The slices used in either technique may
be of any width and may involve averaging. In this study
the simplest method possible was used, which was to take a
slice one pixel wide. Image values were extracted using the
widely available pnm utilities, and the resulting matrix corre-
sponding to the ewogram was gridded and plotted using the
GMT tools (Smith and Wessel, 1990). Since we are focusing
on morphology rather than data values, a nonlinear contrast
stretch was applied (using linux tool xv) for optimum con-
trast. The resulting ewogram is shown with west at the top,
east at the bottom.

In some optical systems the field is not very flat and geo-
metric compensation must been done Connors et al. (2005).
In the case of the THEMIS camera, we know from calibra-
tions on similar optical systems that the field is rather flat.
This means that pixels correspond well to angle on the sky.
A simple calibration was done by finding the points corre-
sponding to the horizons and using a linear transformation
of pixel value to angle. From simple geometry using a flat
Earth approximation, the zenith angle of a pixel along the
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Fig. 8. Ewogram

east–west line is arctan(d/h) where h is the height at which
the emission took place, and d is the distance away from the
zenith. In drift at a constant speed, d = v(t−−tZ), where v
is the speed of the drift, t the time, and tZ the time at which
the drifting form was at the zenith. We must also estimate
the emission height h, since it cannot directly be determined
with only one camera. In monochrome wideband imaging it
is a fair assumption that most of the light is at the wavelength
of the 557.7 nm forbidden oxygen auroral line. (Sigernes et
al., 1996) used two meridian scanning photometers (MSPs)
and the altitude of the maximum of 557.7 nm emission was
found to vary between 125 and 160 km. (?) also used MSPs
and found altitudes between 100 and 160 km depending on
the solar depression angle.

Here, we initially assume that most of the emission comes
from h=110 km, and revisit this assumption below. With this
and the knowledge of t provided by the (GPS–timed) cam-
era, the two parameters v and tZ characterize any drifting
luminosity gradient. The latter parameter may be estimated
from the ewogram directly. The v parameter characterizes
the shape of the curve on the ewogram which corresponds to
east–west motion. The locus of positions corresponding to a
drifting form, as a function of time, is an arctan curve and is
more steep the faster the drift. Such curves have been over-
plotted on a portion of the ewogram in Fig. 9. The v and
tZ parameters were varied and the resulting curves plotted
over the ewogram until a good match between the edges of
auroral forms and the tanh curve was obtained. In this way
the parameters were estimated. In Fig. 9 the three curves
correspond to drift at 1.0, 1.5, and 1.5 km/s, with a bright to
dark transition drifting overhead at 6.7 UT, and a subsequent
bright form drifting by between 6.84 and 6.915 UT.

The tanh–like curves persist through the whole event and
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Fig. 9. Detail of ewogram overplotted with drift curves.
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Fig. 10. Ewogram overplotted with drift curves for whole event.

are reasonably interpreted as corresponding to drift of bright-
ness variations overhead. All are toward the west. It is more
subtle to fit curves as described above when the contrast is
not as great, but Fig. 10 shows such curves for the dura-
tion of the event. The deduced speeds are shown in the lower
panel.

An alternate method of determining drift speeds relies on
a simple magnetic model. It is well–known (Kawasaki and
Rostoker, 1979) that the equivalent current system of Ps 6
in the morning sector corresponds to regions of equatorward
flow of ionospheric current drifting eastward. The rise and
decline of the YM (local magnetic eastward) component as-
sociated with peaks in the Ps 6 signal in the morning sector
in the northern hemisphere occurs as the southward directed
equivalent current passes over the station, with the maximum
being when it is overhead. The Z component is transitional
from negative to positive: this corresponds to upward per-
turbations when the southward directed equivalent current is
west of the observing station and to downward perturbations
when it has drifted to the east. In this model the XM (lo-
cal magnetic northward) component does not experience any
perturbations. It is clear from examining Fig. 6 that the YM

perturbations for this evening sector event are reversed from
those of morning sector Ps 6, with primarily negative per-
turbations, corresponding to passage overhead of poleward–
flowing equivalent current regions. The transitional Z is that
associated with such currents drifting westward. We do not
in this study attempt to distinguish between whether the true
current systems responsible for Ps 6 involve field–aligned
currents to complete the equivalent current loop (Kawasaki
and Rostoker, 1979) or mainly have currents localized in the
ionosphere and strong conductivity gradients (Amm et al,
2005). We simply state that the observed perturbations can
be reproduced to first order by the westward drift of a narrow
region of poleward current at ionospheric height.

Using a modeling routine which can return those param-
eters of a forward model which best reproduce ground ob-
servations, one can determine the geometric parameters and
electric current in a three–dimensional current system (Con-
nors , 1998; Connors and Rostoker, 2002). Normally such a
procedure is done with data from many ground stations. In
this case, the scale length of the current systems is small and
the Ps 6 events perturbations were detected with any strength
only at the one station of Athabasca. Since the Ps 6 pertur-
bations were significant only in two components (YM and
Z), there are only two data points at each time upon which
to base magnetic optimization. The Ps 6 XM being zero is
implicitly used since the forward model will use only a pole-
ward current which cannot produce nonzero XM perturba-
tions. In principle, the free parameters of the poleward cur-
rent system are its longitude and the strength of the current,
which could be determined with two data points. In prac-
tice, distinguishing between a large current far away and a
weaker one nearby is difficult, especially in the presence of
noise. Thus it was determined that the peak currents involved
in producing the Ps 6 signal, based on the extema of the YM
component, were about 400 kA. Over the local region, this
figure is not expected to change much as the forms drift, thus
the current was constrained to this value. Only the longi-
tude of the current was determined by optimization based on
two magnetic data inputs at any time. We note in passing
that the optimization routine uses as its basic element a re-
gion of current flow and normally has field–aligned currents.
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Fig. 11. Magnetic inversion results. Top panel is longitude of
the equivalent north–south line current. Middle panel is the model
results for the Z component (dots) compared to the observations
(solid). Bottom panels shows the same comparison for the Y com-
ponent.

It is however, possible to constrain parameters in relation to
each other (Connors , 1998). In this case the region was con-
strained in such a way that it corresponded to a filamentary
current, and that the field–aligned currents were far from the
station. The results presented are thus those for a north–south
aligned filamentary current, at ionospheric height taken to
be 110 km, of 400 kA strength. Earth induction (Kisabeth,
1979) is included, so that 400 kA is close to the true current
strength.

Fig. 11 shows the longitude of such a current system over
time. At the times near approximately 6.7 and 7.3 UT, the de-
rived longitude changed systematically, with a progression to
more negative east longitudes indicating a westward motion
of the current system. At these times the model perturbations
closely matched those of the two largest Ps 6 perturbations in
both the YM and Z components. For purposes of modeling,
the YM component was adjusted to have near–zero pertur-
bations at non–perturbed times, while the Z component was
adjusted to be near zero at the extrema of YM . This allows
the simple filamentary current model to represent the pertur-
bations well. We do note, however, that a jump in longitude
took place near the time of current passage over the station
(dashed line), and that Z perturbations were not well repro-
duced immediately after passage. These problems can be
attributed to the current magnitude being slightly incorrect,
and to a more complex real current system with some asym-
metries. Nevertheless, the general agreement of modeling
results to observations suggests that the essentials of the cur-
rent system have been reproduced well enough for our simple

purpose. By using the times when the longitudes were about
–45◦ and –65◦, it can be concluded that the speed of drift
during the first Ps 6 perturbation was 1.03 km/s, while that
during the second one was 1.46 km/s. The first perturbation
corresponds to that at 6.7 UT examined in detail in Fig. 9
and for which the optical drift speed was calculated at 1.0
km/s. The second perturbation occurred after the drift speed
had increased to 1.5 km/s as determined from the ewograms.
Although it is possible to do this for only two Ps 6 pulses,
there is a good degree of consistency between the optical and
magnetic methods of obtaining drift speeds. This shows that
the magnetic inversion technique can be used to determine
drift speeds. Since the optical inversion from one camera is
based on an assumption of an emission height whereas the
magnetic technique is not very sensitive to the height of the
currents, the agreement of the two independent techniques
also supports the original estimate that the optical emissions
did arise from 110 km altitude.

7 Conclusions

We verify that pulsations similar to morning sector Ps 6 also
occur in the evening sector. Similarly, they are associated
with forms resembling omega bands both on the large scale
as viewed by satellite, and on the small scale as viewed by an
allsky camera. Similar to morning sector omega bands and
consistent with the general large–scale plasma convection,
the omega bands drift sunward, which is westward in this
local time sector.

The magnetic signal is also associated with westward drift
and may be due to poleward equivalent ionospheric currents.
The westward drift directly observed for the omega bands
and best deduced from an ewogram was consistent with that
which could be derived from magnetic modeling for two
prominent Ps 6 perturbations. This drift was in the range of
1.0 to 1.5 km/s which has been deduced before (e.g. Connors
and Rostoker, 1993), and is near the convection speed during
a disturbed time (Amm, 1996).

The initiation of the Ps 6 train was at onset time as has
been noted for the morning sector (Connors et al., 2003).
However, subsequent onsets did not affect the timing of Ps
6 pulses as has been noted for the morning sector (Connors
and Rostoker, 1993).

Despite the high activity level, excellent conjugacy was
inferred between the ground in the northern hemisphere and
satellite imaging in the southern hemisphere. This implies
that tracing to magnetospheric source regions should be ac-
curate. Since the L value at Athabasca is only about 4.5, the
Ps 6 and omega bands associate to the inner magnetosphere,
as previously noted for many morning sector Ps 6 events (?).
The global imaging shown here places the omega bands near
the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, not at the pole-
ward boundary as has often been posited for morning sector
omega bands (Amm et al, 2005, e.g.). Connors et al. (2003)
presented evidence from magnetic profiles that morning sec-
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tor Ps 6 could be located at either the equatorward or pole-
ward boundary.

At least in the case of the first pulsation of the sequence
presented here, some relation to the westward traveling surge
(WTS) is possible. As discussed by Opgenoorth et al. (1983),
a surge–like form in the morning sector had been proposed
as responsible for morning–sector Ps 6. The relation to onset
noted here, and for morning sector forms by Connors et al.
(2003) makes such an identification plausible.

These results suggest that Kelvin–Helmholtz instablilities,
the likely cause of the morning sector features, can also ex-
cite waves in the evening sector under appropriate circum-
stances.
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